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Dear IFS Explorer,

Welcome to the IFS (Internal Family Systems) Wisdom Journal. We invite you to connect with, explore, and 
grow into the wisdom of your centered Self through journaling. We created this unique journal for you, to 
deepen your understanding and reveal the value of moving through the world from a place of Self—the Self 
which encompasses openness, compassion, authentic respect, and loving-kindness.

Through a daily structured exploration, you can connect with these qualities to create caring and health-
filled relationships with yourself and the important others in your life. This IFS Wisdom Journal will help you 
connect with your internal parts—from the parts who are resilient and joy-filled to the ones who are suffering 
and in need of release and transformation.  Whether you experience depression, suffer from the effects of 
trauma, live with anxiety, have relationship difficulties, find it difficult to love yourself, or are focused on your 
personal growth, this journal can help you create the life you desire.

You may be working with an IFS psychotherapist or life coach and have already experienced what it is 
like to connect with your parts from a place of Self. This journal will support you between your coaching 
or counseling sessions. We created these self-exploration experiences because we couldn’t find any other 
structured journals for IFS professionals and their clients. We intend this journal to be a valuable tool in 
developing and experiencing a Self-led and more richly experienced life. 

The IFS Wisdom Journal supports you to develop a daily practice of exploring and extending compassionate 
attention to your parts and to your inner system as a whole. Through this process, we invite you to embrace all 
of your parts and release the suffering or burdens that no longer serve you, resulting in a greater sense of peace 
and wholeness. Even if you currently experience inner conflict and turmoil, this journal, in conjunction with 
your counseling or coaching work, can bring you greater internal harmony.

If you already resonate with IFS, you may want to use this journal for personal or spiritual growth even if you 
are not currently participating in formal therapy or in a coaching relationship. If you do so, we recommend 
that you also read other books that describe the IFS model in greater detail. (See the IFS resource page for 
recommendations.) Also, please know that working with parts can be emotionally activating at times. If you 
find that you experience difficult and intense emotions as you get to know your parts, it may be helpful to work 
with an IFS trained professional in your area, as this Journal is not intended as a substitute for therapy. A 
directory of IFS therapists can be found on The Center for Self Leadership’s website  
(https://selfleadership.org/find-an-ifs-therapist.html).
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Brief Introduction to Internal Family Systems

Have you ever said something like this to yourself: One part of me wants to do one thing and another part 
of me wants to do something else? Or maybe you’ve had the experience of saying something that feels 

very out of character for you—and then wondered what in the world came over you when you said that. 
Experiences like these let us know that our personalities and our minds are multiple. Some approaches to 
counseling and personal growth call these different elements of our personalities states of mind, and others call 
them ego states. In IFS, we call them parts.

Parts develop throughout your life as you experience a variety of events. For example, if you were shamed 
for something you did as a child, you are likely to have a part who experiences shame. You may become 
aware of the shame this part feels whenever you believe—or someone else suggests—that you did something 
wrong. Alternatively, you may have learned that you got a lot of attention by being the life of the party early 
on in your life. So, there may be a part of you who embodies this behavior when you are feeling ignored or 
unappreciated. A basic assumption of IFS is that having, and being influenced by, parts is a natural element of 
your “humanness.” Sometimes parts affect your behaviors in ways that are not helpful—or worse, that cause 
you emotional pain that leads you to abandon your goals and hopes for your life.  You are also likely to have 
parts who are resilient and help you move through life in positive and creative ways.

In addition to parts, another assumption of IFS is that you also have an element of your being called Self. Self is 
the state of being fully present to yourself or to another, with openness, compassion, and loving-kindness. For 
example, if you are someone who loves nature, have you ever had the experience of being in nature and loosing 
all track of time and just taking in what is around you in a state of openness? Or perhaps you’ve had the 
experience of being involved in a creative activity that seems to just unfold without an agenda or plan. You may 
have experienced wanting to support a friend who is going through a rough time. While comforting them, you 
listened deeply to their sorrows with curiosity, acceptance, and care. These are all experiences of Self. 

When connecting with parts, IFS therapists and coaches guide you, the client, to connect with your various 
parts from the experience of Self. In the process, you are invited to extend greater understanding and 
compassion to your parts, which can lead you to eventually release the pains and burdens you carry. 

For those of you who are new to IFS, a fuller explanation of parts, Self, and the process of connecting with 
parts is included in the pages that follow. 
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Types of Parts 
Exiles

Exiles are parts that hold our emotional, physical, and/or spiritual pains we have suffered in the past. Many are 
used to existing in environments where it wasn’t safe to express or to be themselves. And, because they often 
hold intense emotions like sadness, shame, unworthiness, and guilt; other parts (for example, managers and 
firefighters) often try to keep the exiles from expressing themselves. Here are some examples of what exiles can 
often look and feel like:

Managers
Because exiles can feel emotionally overwhelming, managers try to keep them at bay. If you have had the 
experience of minimizing your emotions by telling yourself something like, “It’s not that bad” or “I’m blowing 
things out of proportion,” you’ve likely experienced a manager trying to control your exile. Some managers 
developed coping strategies that may have helped you in the past but are no longer useful. Other managers 
may practice coping strategies that are still very useful to you as you move through your personal and 
professional lives. Here are some examples of typical managers:

Firefighters
When the managers are not successful at controlling the emotions and expressions of exiles, firefighters will 
often present themselves and do anything they can to put out the pain. Firefighters have only one goal: to stop 
the pain at all costs or numb the difficult feelings regardless of the consequences. The following are examples of 
the behaviors firefighters can initiate:
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How to use this Journal
Setting Intentions 
Set your daily intention using the word list at the front of this journal, or if you enjoy images, consider using 
the Internal Family Systems cards called Inner Active Cards for Parts Work by Sharon Eckstein. Using images 
often helps you to explore parts of your inner system that you have not yet identified or connected with, and 
provides you with opportunities for greater thought, understanding and insight. Images in the deck of cards 
may reflect something you can recognize as true for you, or something you want to explore further. This 
journey is up to you and you can decide each day how you want to set your intentions. 

Using Your Daily Exploration Page 
Take time each day to fill in the two pages with structured questions to begin developing greater awareness of 
your parts and what parts are needing attention and/or support. You will begin to see how your Self is showing 
up for you and notice how you feel when this occurs. And you will see when parts are revealed to you. 

You may want to review the structure for connecting with your parts described on the IFS Wisdom 
Journal website (IFSwisdomjournal.com) to help you with this process. We’ve included the Other Insights, 
Inspirations, and Notes section of the page for you to reflect on any elements of your parts work that either 
weren’t captured by the daily questions and prompts, or that occurred throughout the day. For example, 
you may use this section to journal about any interactions you have with your Self and/or parts as the day 
progresses, visually depict a part or parts of your inner system, or record insights you have gained from 
connecting with Self and/or parts. Use the Daily Exploration page in a way that works best for you.
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Using Your Weekly Reflections Page
Every seventh day the Daily Exploration page is replaced by a Weekly Reflections page. This is the time to 
take a step back, look back over the week, see what is working for you, and where you might need to make 
adjustments. You may want to reflect on what your parts need from you during the upcoming week. For 
example, it can be helpful to have daily check-ins with the parts you connected with during the previous week, 
extending them presence, compassion, and emotional support. Parts will develop greater trust and confidence 
in Self when they experience consistent attention and care. As you reflect on the past week and the upcoming 
week, be honest with yourself about the challenges and positive changes you and your parts have made!

Using Your Monthly Reflections Page 
At the end of each month, a Monthly Reflections page takes the place of the Daily Exploration page. Return 
to your Five Aspects of Well-being (on next page). Which aspects are showing up more fully in your life now? 
Hopefully, you will begin to see how your actions are moving you into greater alignment with who you are and 
where you want to be. 

At the end of the month, you also have the opportunity to list all the parts you have connected with 
throughout the month—and then identify any parts who have taken on new roles. This can help you recognize 
and celebrate the positive changes that result from connecting with your parts and helping them to release 
their burdens. The exercises on the two pages following each Monthly Reflections page are another way to help 
you identify which parts need your attention in the upcoming month.
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Emotion/Feeling Words
Expanded Feelings

Contracted Feelings
ANGRY 
aggressive
annoyed
bitter
boiling
enraged
fuming
hostile
incensed
indignant
inflamed
infuriated
insulting

irritated
offensive
provoked
resentful
sore
unpleasant
upset
worked up

DEPRESSED
a sense of loss
abominable
ashamed

diminished
disappointed
discouraged
disgusting
dissatisfied
guilty
lousy
miserable
powerless
terrible

CONFUSED
disillusioned

distrustful
doubtful
embarrassed
hesitant
indecisive
lost
misgiving
perplexed
pessimistic
shy
skeptical
stupefied
tense

unbelieving
uncertain
uneasy
unsure
upset

HELPLESS
alone
in despair
distressed
dominated
empty
fatigued

OPEN 
accepting
amazed
confident
connected
curious
easy
free
in awe
interested
kind
receptive
reliable
satisfied
sympathetic
understanding

HAPPY
blissed
blissful
cheerful
content
delighted
ecstatic
elated
euphoric
excited
fearless

festive
fortunate
glad
gleeful
great
joyous
jubilant
lucky
merry
orgasmic
overjoyed
rebelious
sexy
sunny
thankful
valued

ALIVE
animated
attractive
courageous
energetic
free
frisky
liberated
optimistic
passionate
playful

provocative
spirited
thrilled
wonderful

GOOD
blessed
bright
calm
certain
clever
comfortable
content
at ease
encouraged
free and easy
peaceful
pleased
reassured
relaxed
serene
surprised

LOVE
admiring
affectionate
attracted
close

comforted
compassionate
connected
considerate

devoted
loved
loving
passionate
sensitive
tender
touched
warm

INTERESTED
absorbed
affected
concerned
curious
engrossed
fascinated
inquisitive
intrigued

POSITIVE
affirmative
bold
brave

challenged
confident
daring
delighted
determined
eager
earnest
enthusiastic
excited
hopeful
inspired
intent
keen

STRONG
certain
confident
determined
dynamic
engaged
free
hardy
impulsive
purposeful
rebellious
secure
sure
tenacious
unique
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forced
frustrated
hesitant
incapable
inferior
paralyzed
tragic
useless
vulnerable
woeful

INDIFFERENT
bored
cold
disinterested

dull
insensitive
lifeless
neutral
nonchalant
preoccupied
reserved
weary

AFRAID
alarmed
anxious
cowardly
doubtful
fearful
frightened

nervous
panicked 
quaking
restless
scared
shaky
suspicious
terrified
threatened
timid
worried

HURT
aching
afflicted
agonized

alienated
appalled
crushed
dejected
deprived
heartbroken
humiliated
injured
offended
pained
rejected
tortured
victimized
wary
wronged

SAD
anguish
desolate
desperate
dismayed
grieving
lonely
miserable
mournful
pained
pessimistic
sorrowful
tearful
unhappy

Intention Words
Audacious
Awesome
Alive
Appreciative
Artistic
Authentic
Blissful
Beautiful
Bountiful
Bright
Boundless
Calm
Celebrate
Charismatic
Cherished
Clear
Collaborative
Creative
Focused
Dedicated
Deeply loved
Delighted
Divinely inspired
Divine connection

Divinely guided
Ecstatic
Energetic
Expansive
Family
Fierce love
Financially free
Forgiveness
Free
Free-spirited
Fresh
Fun 
Gentle
Generous
Giving
Goddess
God-like
Grace
Graceful
Grateful
Guided
Happy
Holy
Ignited

In awe
Intentional
Inspiring
Innovative
Joyful
Kind
Liberated
Lit up
Limitless
Loved
Lovable
Loving
Luminous
Magnetic
Miracles
Mindful
Momentum
Mystery
Mystical
Nurturing
Optimistic
Open hearted
Orgasmic
Peaceful

Passionate
Present
Radiant
Real
Respect
Safe
Selfless
Seen
Sensual
Spacious
Sparkly
Spirited
Surrender
Tender
Transparent
Trusting
Tribal
Unleashed
Visionary
Whimsical
Wild
Worthy
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Body Sensation Words

Active 
Sensations:
Breathless
Bubbly
Dizzy
Fluttery
Nauseous
Pounding
Pulsing
Queasy
Sensitive
Shaky
Shivery
Spacey
Trembly
Tremulous
Vibrating
Wobbly

Vibrating 
Sensations:
Burning

Buzzy
Electric
Itchy
Nervy
Prickly
Quivery
Radiating
Ragged
Shaky
Shivery
Throbbing
Tingling
Twitchy

Blah Sensations:
Achy
Bloated
Blocked
Bruised
Closed
Clammy
Cold

Congested
Contracted
Dark
Dense
Disconnected
Dull
Empty
Flaccid
Frozen
Heavy
Hollow
Icy
Numb
Puffy
Raw
Sore
Tender
Suffocated
Thick
Wooden

Tension 
Sensations:
Brittle
Clenched
Constricted
Contained
Dense
Frozen
Full
Hot
Icy
Knotted
Paralyzed
Rigid
Stiff
Sweaty
Tense
Tight
Wooden

Well-being 
Sensations:
Airy

Calm
Cool
Energized
Expanded
Expansive
Floating
Flowing
Fluid
Light
Loose
Luminous
Open
Radiating
Relaxed
Releasing
Settled
Smooth
Soft
Spacious
Sparkly
Streaming 
Strong
Warm

Thanks to soulalivewomen.com, Larisa Noonan, and The Hoffman Institute.
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— Sample Daily Page —

Day 1

This Week’s Affirmation (say it out loud)    
I am open and curious to exploring who I am and who I am becoming.

Question for the Day
With what parts do I enjoy connecting with and why?

What is my Intention for the Day? 
Refer to the Intention Words list if needed.

As I turn my attention inward, what emotions am I feeling? 
Refer to Emotion/Feeling Words list if needed. 

What parts are feeling these emotions and sensations and which parts do I want to focus on today? 
Connect with those parts and see what they would like to share.

What are the sensations associated with these emotion(s) and where do I feel them in my body? 
Refer to the Body Sensation Words list if needed. 

Date: 

Ask the parts if there are anything they want or need from me as I move through my day. 

What might I like from these parts? 

Today, I intend to greet every person who crosses my path with authentic presence and kindness.

I really enjoy connecting with one of my parts who enjoys discovering new things because my system tends to 
be composed of a variety of parts who are serious and work-focused.  My part who helps me discover new things 
also helps me have fun, relax, and rejuvenate.

I am feeling positive anticipation about my day — I am looking forward to my work day.  At the same time, I 
am feeling a bit worried.

The part who is looking forward to the day and the part who feels nervous. My attention is drawn to my gut; so, 
I will focus on the part who feels worried.  I see an image of a child in an adult business suit sitting at a desk 
trying to find something she needs to do. She wants me to know she has been doing this for a very long time. 

This part tells me that she doesn’t want me to take on so many responsibilities.

I want her to be able to play; so, I let her know that there are other adult parts who can be responsible for my work.

08/19/19

I feel tension in my gut.  I imagine it is connected with the worry I am feeling. 
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— Sample Daily Page —

Daily Exploration

What do I keep ignoring? What elements of my inner system need my attention right now?

What had meaning for me today? What insights, patterns, or special moments did I notice? 

Other Insights, Inspirations, or Notes 
About My Experience of Self and/or My Parts

End of Day

What are three or more things I can do to extend compassion, understanding, or nurturing to these 
parts? How does this feel in my body and what might I need for myself? 

I am grateful for… 
Can I feel gratitude for my parts and my overall experience in my body?
- I am grateful for my parts who help me play - I am joyful for this day and the cool breeze of 

the morning- I am grateful for all the parts who help me 
in my work

Check in with this part throughout the day. 
Take time this evening to work on a puzzle 
Remind this part how important it is to play and have fun

As I moved through my work day, I could see this part of myself lying on the floor and working on the 
puzzle.  Every now and then, the part would look over to the corner of the room, where the desk and the 
little suit was located.  I could tell she was wondering whether or not she should get back to work.  So, I 
kept reminding her that it was okay to play, and that Self and other parts will take care of the work.  This 
experience reminded me that sometimes it is important to check in with parts multiple times throughout the 
day, rather than just once or twice a day.  Will continue to remind this part that it is okay to play!

Carrying out my intention for today reminded me of how meaningful it can be to be fully present with 
others.  I was able to connect with others in a new and authentic way.  I also had fun downloading a puzzle 
app unto my iPad and putting the puzzle together. 

As I reflect on my work with my parts, I am noticing that I tend to want to work with the parts who are 
struggling in some way.  There is a part of me who is letting me know that I also need to work on the parts of 
myself who are resilient and hold joy.

- I am grateful for my health
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Day 1

This Week’s Affirmation (say it out loud)    
I am open and curious to exploring who I am and who I am becoming.

Question for the Day
What have I been curious about in my life?

What is my Intention for the Day? 
Refer to the Intention Words list if needed.

As I turn my attention inward, what emotions am I feeling? 
Refer to Emotion/Feeling Words list if needed. 

What parts are feeling these emotions and sensations and which parts do I want to focus on today? 
Connect with those parts and see what they would like to share.

What are the sensations associated with these emotion(s) and where do I feel them in my body? 
Refer to the Body Sensation Words list if needed. 

Date: 

Ask the parts if there are anything they want or need from me as I move through my day. 

What might I like from these parts? 
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Daily Exploration

What do I keep ignoring? What elements of my inner system need my attention right now?

What had meaning for me today? What insights, patterns, or special moments did I notice? 

Other Insights, Inspirations, or Notes 
About My Experience of Self and/or My Parts

End of Day

What are three or more things I can do to extend compassion, understanding, or nurturing to these 
parts? How does this feel in my body and what might I need for myself? 

I am grateful for… 
Can I feel gratitude for my parts and my overall experience in my body?
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Day 2

This Week’s Affirmation (say it out loud)    
I am open and curious to exploring who I am and who I am becoming.

Question for the Day
What does curiosity feel like in my body?

What is my Intention for the Day? 
Refer to the Intention Words list if needed.

As I turn my attention inward, what emotions am I feeling? 
Refer to Emotion/Feeling Words list if needed. 

What parts are feeling these emotions and sensations and which parts do I want to focus on today? 
Connect with those parts and see what they would like to share.

What are the sensations associated with these emotion(s) and where do I feel them in my body? 
Refer to the Body Sensation Words list if needed. 

Date: 

Ask the parts if there are anything they want or need from me as I move through my day. 

What might I like from these parts? 
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Daily Exploration

What do I keep ignoring? What elements of my inner system need my attention right now?

What had meaning for me today? What insights, patterns, or special moments did I notice? 

Other Insights, Inspirations, or Notes 
About My Experience of Self and/or My Parts

End of Day

What are three or more things I can do to extend compassion, understanding, or nurturing to these 
parts? How does this feel in my body and what might I need for myself? 

I am grateful for… 
Can I feel gratitude for my parts and my overall experience in my body?
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Day 3

This Week’s Affirmation (say it out loud)    
I am open and curious to exploring who I am and who I am becoming.

Question for the Day
What ignites my curiosity?

What is my Intention for the Day? 
Refer to the Intention Words list if needed.

As I turn my attention inward, what emotions am I feeling? 
Refer to Emotion/Feeling Words list if needed. 

What parts are feeling these emotions and sensations and which parts do I want to focus on today? 
Connect with those parts and see what they would like to share.

What are the sensations associated with these emotion(s) and where do I feel them in my body? 
Refer to the Body Sensation Words list if needed. 

Date: 

Ask the parts if there are anything they want or need from me as I move through my day. 

What might I like from these parts? 
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Daily Exploration

What do I keep ignoring? What elements of my inner system need my attention right now?

What had meaning for me today? What insights, patterns, or special moments did I notice? 

Other Insights, Inspirations, or Notes 
About My Experience of Self and/or My Parts

End of Day

What are three or more things I can do to extend compassion, understanding, or nurturing to these 
parts? How does this feel in my body and what might I need for myself? 

I am grateful for… 
Can I feel gratitude for my parts and my overall experience in my body?
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Day 4

This Week’s Affirmation (say it out loud)    
I am open and curious to exploring who I am and who I am becoming.

Question for the Day
What are the benefits of approaching my life with an attitude of curiosity?

What is my Intention for the Day? 
Refer to the Intention Words list if needed.

As I turn my attention inward, what emotions am I feeling? 
Refer to Emotion/Feeling Words list if needed. 

What parts are feeling these emotions and sensations and which parts do I want to focus on today? 
Connect with those parts and see what they would like to share.

What are the sensations associated with these emotion(s) and where do I feel them in my body? 
Refer to the Body Sensation Words list if needed. 

Date: 

Ask the parts if there are anything they want or need from me as I move through my day. 

What might I like from these parts? 
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Daily Exploration

What do I keep ignoring? What elements of my inner system need my attention right now?

What had meaning for me today? What insights, patterns, or special moments did I notice? 

Other Insights, Inspirations, or Notes 
About My Experience of Self and/or My Parts

End of Day

What are three or more things I can do to extend compassion, understanding, or nurturing to these 
parts? How does this feel in my body and what might I need for myself? 

I am grateful for… 
Can I feel gratitude for my parts and my overall experience in my body?
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Day 5

This Week’s Affirmation (say it out loud)    
I am open and curious to exploring who I am and who I am becoming.

Question for the Day
What are my values about curiosity?

What is my Intention for the Day? 
Refer to the Intention Words list if needed.

As I turn my attention inward, what emotions am I feeling? 
Refer to Emotion/Feeling Words list if needed. 

What parts are feeling these emotions and sensations and which parts do I want to focus on today? 
Connect with those parts and see what they would like to share.

What are the sensations associated with these emotion(s) and where do I feel them in my body? 
Refer to the Body Sensation Words list if needed. 

Date: 

Ask the parts if there are anything they want or need from me as I move through my day. 

What might I like from these parts? 
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Daily Exploration

What do I keep ignoring? What elements of my inner system need my attention right now?

What had meaning for me today? What insights, patterns, or special moments did I notice? 

Other Insights, Inspirations, or Notes 
About My Experience of Self and/or My Parts

End of Day

What are three or more things I can do to extend compassion, understanding, or nurturing to these 
parts? How does this feel in my body and what might I need for myself? 

I am grateful for… 
Can I feel gratitude for my parts and my overall experience in my body?
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Day 6

This Week’s Affirmation (say it out loud)    
I am open and curious to exploring who I am and who I am becoming.

Question for the Day
What parts do I have who are curious?

What is my Intention for the Day? 
Refer to the Intention Words list if needed.

As I turn my attention inward, what emotions am I feeling? 
Refer to Emotion/Feeling Words list if needed. 

What parts are feeling these emotions and sensations and which parts do I want to focus on today? 
Connect with those parts and see what they would like to share.

What are the sensations associated with these emotion(s) and where do I feel them in my body? 
Refer to the Body Sensation Words list if needed. 

Date: 

Ask the parts if there are anything they want or need from me as I move through my day. 

What might I like from these parts? 
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Daily Exploration

What do I keep ignoring? What elements of my inner system need my attention right now?

What had meaning for me today? What insights, patterns, or special moments did I notice? 

Other Insights, Inspirations, or Notes 
About My Experience of Self and/or My Parts

End of Day

What are three or more things I can do to extend compassion, understanding, or nurturing to these 
parts? How does this feel in my body and what might I need for myself? 

I am grateful for… 
Can I feel gratitude for my parts and my overall experience in my body?
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Day 7

This Week’s Affirmation (say it out loud)  
I am open and curious to exploring who I am and who I am becoming.

Question for the Day
What practices can I engage in today to ignite my curiosity?

What is my Intention for the Day? 
Refer to the Intention Words list if needed.

As I turn my attention inward, what emotions am I feeling? 
Refer to Emotion/Feeling Words list if needed. 

What parts are feeling these emotions and sensations and which parts do I want to focus on today? 
Connect with those parts and see what they would like to share.

What are the sensations associated with these emotion(s) and where do I feel them in my body? 
Refer to the Body Sensation Words list if needed. 

Date: 

Ask the parts if there are anything they want or need from me as I move through my day. 

What might I like from these parts? 
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Weekly Reflections 

Other Insights, Inspirations, or Notes 
About My Experience of Self and/or My Parts

Which part or parts did I connect with this week who were particularly meaningful, helpful, or 
illuminating? 

What did I do as a result of this work that fed my soul?

What empowering actions can I take next week? 
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Members of My Internal Family
List the parts you have worked with in the past month in the boxes below. You may have come across the parts 
during your personal work or during your sessions with your counselor or coach. Once you’ve listed your parts 
in the appropriate boxes, draw arrows that link the exiles to their managers and firefighters.

Exiles

The Child-part 
who feels unworthy

Firefighters

Leaves or cuts off
from others

Managers

Inner Critic
Rebel, Overachiever

Exiles FirefightersManagers

Now, record the parts of your inner system:

Activates

If managers 
don’t take 

care of 
painful 

emotions, 
this activates
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Role Changes In My Internal Family System
As you experience the process of working with your parts and helping them release the burdens they carry, 
your parts are likely to change the roles or activities they initially took on. Exiles may release their emotional 
pain and become more playful and creative. Managers and Firefighters may take on activities that are more 
helpful to you. For example, an inner critic may become a cherished advisor. In the chart below, list the parts 
who have changed their roles or activities. 

Example:

Part Old Role New Role

Rebel  Immediately opposed the 
opinions of others or refused to 

do what others asked of me.

Now helps me listen, reflect, 
and come to my own opinions/

decisions.

Part Old Role New Role
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IFS Resources
The following resources can help you learn more about IFS in general, how to develop caring relationships with 
your parts, and how to connect more fully with your centered Self. Although this list is not a comprehensive 
one, it will support you as you get started on your inner journey. Search for more IFS resources at the IFS 
online store and on YouTube.

The Center for Self Leadership
 ✧ IFS Website: selfleadership.org
 ✧ IFS Facebook Page: IFS (Internal Family Systems) Community Group:  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/77511055358/
Descriptions of IFS Therapy for Therapists

 ✧ Internal Family Systems Therapy (2nd Edition) by Richard C. Schwartz and Martha Sweezy
 ✧ The Mosaic Mind: Empowering the Tormented Selves of Child Abuse Survivors by Regina A. Goulding and 

Richard C. Schwartz
 ✧ Internal Family Systems Therapy: New Dimensions, Edited by Martha Sweezy and Ellen L. Ziskind with a 

Foreword by Richard D. Schwartz
 ✧ IFS: Innovations and Elaborations in Internal Family Systems Therapy, Edited by Martha Sweezy and Ellen 

L. Ziskind
 ✧ YouTube Channels
{{ The Center for Self Leadership
{{ IFIO Toni Herbine-Blank
{{ Derek Scott (IFS for Therapists Video Series)

Descriptions of IFS Therapy for the General Public
 ✧ Introduction to the Internal Family Systems Model by Richard C. Schwartz, Ph.D.
 ✧ You are the One You’ve Been Waiting For: Bringing Courageous Love to Intimate Relationships by 

Richard C. Schwartz
 ✧ Self Therapy: A Step by Step Guide to Creating Wholeness and Healing Your Inner Child Using IFS, A New, 

Cutting-Edge Psychotherapy, 2nd Edition by Jay Earley, Ph.D.
 ✧ YouTube Channels
{{ The Center for Self Leadership
{{ Bruce Hersey

Guided Meditations
 ✧ Meditations for the Self by Richard C. Schwartz, Ph.D. (CD for purchase)
 ✧ Meditation for Self Energy with Derek Scott, RSW:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j9C61OwMgNI&t=24s
 ✧ The Path Meditation with Richard Schwartz, Ph.D.: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kWEoHSe1zGw
 ✧ IFS with Protective parts with Richard Schwartz, Ph.D.:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=56Px9qaxAkY
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Elaine Casquarelli, PhD, LMHC
Elaine Casquarelli is a professional counselor residing in Santa Fe, 
NM, who has a deep passion for helping clients live the life they 
envision for themselves. One of her key strengths as a counselor and 
a person is that she is able to see beyond a person’s current experience 
to their true potential to thrive. She currently works at The Gloaming 
at Santa Fe, LLC, a counseling and life-coaching practice (www.
thegloamingatsantafe.com). 

Elaine resonated with IFS the moment she first heard about it. After 
completing the Level 1 training in 2014, she has provided IFS therapy 
to clients as a stand-alone modality and in combination with EMDR. 
In addition to working as a counselor, Elaine has taught graduate 
counseling courses at The College at Brockport in Brockport, NY, and 
Southwestern College in Santa Fe, NM. She has also provided trainings 
to counselors on an Introduction to IFS, Integrating IFS and EMDR, 
and Spiritual Issues in Counseling. 

Karin Lubin, EdD
Karin Lubin is a coach, trainer, and leadership consultant driven by a 
desire to inspire and energize people and teams through the power of 
love, self-reflection, and inner leadership. She uses passion to catapult 
people into a life full of deep meaning and purpose. 

After a career as a public-school teacher, administrator and leadership 
consultant in diverse communities, she became the Global Director of 
the Passion Test Programs assisting individuals, businesses and young 
people seeking meaningful and fulfilling lives. Karin’s lifelong passion 
for deep self-discovery and connecting others to their brilliance guides 
all of her work and creative endeavors. 

Karin collaborates with transformational leaders and mentors to 
create wisdom journals that support people in transition and recovery 
to greater clarity, self-esteem, and emotional resilience. She uses 
her Seasonal Wisdom Journals™ in her quantum wisdom coaching 
and Quantum Leap Coaching & Consulting practices (visit www.
seasonalwisdomjournal.com). She lives with her husband in Santa Fe, 
New Mexico.

About the Creators
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Estella Loretto, Artist
 

 Bronze sculpture on front cover: Unfolding Blessings
 Unfolding Blessings represents the gift of every moment, the   
 power in being present, and how our thoughts, prayers and   
 choices affect our future, manifested by each of us in our   
 journey through life. It is a reminder to have faith, patience,   
 grace, and humility. Unfolding Blessings is a very simple,   
 stylized expression of our prayers unfolding.
 — Estella Loretto
Estella Loretto is a leading contemporary Native American woman 
artist, recognized internationally as one of the finest sculptors living 
today. Estella’s genuine spiritual nature defines her commitment to 
integrity and authenticity in her art and in her life. 
Born and raised in the Pueblo of Jemez in New Mexico, her 
adventurous spirit took her around the world studying with masters 

of Art in Japan, India, Mexico, Europe, Nepal, New Zealand and Australia. She has studied with many mentors, 
including especially her mother, Albenita Loretto. Her primary teacher, the renowned Chiricahua Apache 
sculptor Allan Houser, was most responsible for inspiring and encouraging her to do monumental bronze 
sculpting. She was his last student before his death in 1994. Estella’s daughter Fawn is now her apprentice, 
learning her mother’s artistic techniques and deep knowledge. 
Estella’s work reflects her highly internalized spiritual vision of the world, an intimate legacy of her Pueblo 
background manifested in her artistic creations. Moving softly through the diverse and elegant world of art, 
Estella has a strong presence. She is graceful, gentle, and powerful all at once.

To be able to create beauty with my hands is a gift; it is an honor for me to be an artist. My art is 
inspired by nature and the beauty of life’s unfolding. My art is stylized, colorful, and contemporary; 
rooted in but not confined by my cultural traditions.

I see the making of art as a process that entails a sincere and beautiful way of communicating with the 
Great Spirit.

I like the freedom of creative expression without boundaries and limitations, yet achieving art that is 
serene, balanced, harmonious, and graceful.

— Estella Loretto
Estella established The Loretto St. Kateri Foundation, a non-profit organization to support and empower the 
well-being of Native American girls and women by providing financial and personal assistance for education 
and basic needs, and to increase the presence of Native Peoples through Native American Art in the United 
States and internationally.
Currently, the Loretto St. Kateri Foundation is raising funds to install a statue of St. Kateri, the first and only 
Native American Saint, at the Vatican in Rome.

For more information on the foundation and Estella’s work:  
http://www.estellaloretto.com or estellaloretto07@gmail.com
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How to Order

Living From
My Centered Self

An IFS 
Wisdom Journal

Journal 1: 
Curiosity and Clarity

Journal 2: 
Courage and Creativity

Journal 3: 
Compassion and Connectedness

Journal 4: 
Calmness and Confidence

Visit Amazon to order your wisdom journals—search for IFS Wisdom Journal.
More information at www.IFSwisdomjournal.com




